
        

                                                                                               Date: August 21,2020 

 

 

 

To 

Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, 

P.J. Towers, 

Dalal Street,  

Mumbai – 400001 

 

Subject: Press Release 

Reference: Regulation 30 read with Schedule III of (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 

Requirements) Regulations, 2015. 

Scrip Code No. 540654 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Please find enclosed herewith the Press Release issued by the Company announcing its strategic 

partnership & recommendation from CCI (Chest Council of India) for providing DocExa pro platform 

to its entire member base. The arrangement further enhances faith on Company’s capability to take the 

product on a larger platform.  

 

       Kindly take note of the same. 

FOR GLOBALSPACE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED  

 

 

________________________ 

       Swati Arora 

       Company Secretary & Compliance Officer 

       Mem. No.- A44529 
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GlobalSpace Technologies Announces New Strategic Alliance with CCI for its DocExa 

platform  

Garnering a larger pie in its Healthcare vertical 
 

Mumbai, August 21, 2020: GlobalSpace Technologies Limited is delighted to announce its strategic partnership & 

recommendation from CCI (Chest Council of India) for providing DocExa pro platform to its entire 

member base. The arrangement further enhances faith on Company’s capability to take the product on a 

larger platform. DocExa – the first Artificial Intelligence enabled virtual Consultation platform has received quite 

positive acceptance amongst the Medical fraternity – both from the Pharma Companies and from Doctors as well 

within a short span of time since its formal launch. 

Docexa Pro platform would enable Chest Physicians to set up their own personalized virtual consultation clinic with 

zero exposure of patient database getting shared with other doctors. Equipped with AS2 advanced levels encryption, 

all the data remain highly secured in the app. The app would enable instant payments via UPI and e-wallets. Doctors 

would be able to prescribe medicines with three different easy modes and charge consultation fees as per their 

discretion. DocExa App will also help to access the medical history submitted by a patient in a single PDF file. Apart 

from these, few additional features will be added to this App like Q- Management & Social distancing tools as well as 

attendant login. 

This is another major leap forward by the Company as it will add another specialist Doctors- chest 

physicians to the DocExa platform. Thus, DocExa will have more category wise specialists’ doctors for 

consulting under its banner. The entire integrated platform with Mediapp – is likely to substantially 

increase the wallet share for GlobalSpace towards the Healthcare spend. With a distinguished early 

mover advantage and superior platform, GlobalSpace is likely to garner larger pie of healthcare spends. 

Commenting on the development, Mr. Krishna Singh, Founder & CMD said, ‘We are glad to announce that we have 

added one more speciality of  Doctors to our DocExa pro platform. The alliance gives a substantial large platform for 

scaling our DocExa reach and garnering a substantial market share in the Digital Healthcare Space. DocExa is the first 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled virtual consultation app developed by us and we keep on updating the App as per 

the need of an hour. We are very proud to say that DocExa is fully compliant with Telemedicine guidelines of the 

Ministry of Health. GlobalSpace has emerged as a 360-degree Digital Healthcare service provider.’ 

 

About GlobalSpace Technologies Limited: 

GlobalSpace Technologies is a Digital, Mobility, Analytics, AI & Cloud technology Company providing integrated 

Healthtech platforms to major stakeholders of Healthcare domain. GSTL’s software product platforms and solutions 

enable large and medium enterprises embrace mobility & digital technology for their business enhancement. In 

addition to Pharma, GlobalSpace has been pioneer in creating solutions for Doctors & Channel to create a 360-degree 

digital healthcare ecosystem.  

 

Apart from Health Tech, Globalspace is doing some path breaking innovation in Edutech industry with its subsidiary 

Makebot. Makebot is already India’s leading STEAM education platform with more than 1200 School using its 

platform to impart STEAM learning to its students.  

 

Reference websites  

www.docexa.com  

www.makebot.in  

www.globalspace.in  

 

For further Information kindly get in touch at:  

info@globalspace.in 
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